
Golden Bears impressive state playoff run continues with sweep of #4 Bishops: 
 

Temecula Valley: 25-25-25=3 (22-7 Overall) #1 Seed Southern California Division 1 
Bishops:              12-18-11=0 (25-11 Overall) #4 Seed Southern California Division 1 
 
By: Derryl Trujillo  
Inland Sports Senior Writer  
 
Temecula,CA 
 
Temecula Valley’s girls volleyball team was knocked out in the Southern Section division 1 
quarterfinals on October 24th. Seventeen days later the Golden Bears find themselves one win 
away from a State Finals appearance after Saturday's sweep of #4 Bishops by scores of 25-12, 
25-18, and 25-11. They will host Foothill on Tuesday evening.  
 
In set one three kills from Carly Shreenan plus one from Hailey Hinkel gave the Golden Bears a 
7-2 lead as Bishops coach Tod Mattox called timeout. An ace from Grace Halley plus kills from 
Emma Rhodes and Hinkel made it 15-6. A combination block between Hinkel & Makenzie 
Nutting then made the score 16-6 Temecula Valley. Jordyn Amoy won a joust, Hinkel recorded 
an ace, and Nutting added a kill off an overpass to make it 19-7 Golden Bears. A missed serve 
and attack error from the Bishops ended set 1 with a final of 25-12.  
 
A solo block from Mackenzie Krauss-Stewart got Temecula Valley on the board trailing 3-1 early 
in set 2. After our score was tied at 6, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13 Krauss-Stewart gave her side a 
lead of 16-13 off a kill from an Bishops overpass and two solo blocks. An ace from Jasmine 
West plus kill from Shreenan made it 20-16 Golden Bears late in the second. Rhodes and 
Shreenan had back to back kills which put Temecula Valley on set point ahead 24-16. After a 
kill from Brynne Faltinsky & Golden Bear attack error from Krauss-Stewart brought the Bishops 
to a deficit of 24-18 a missed serve gave Temecula Valley a 2-0 lead in sets with a 25-18 lead.  
 
Temecula Valley rocketed off to a 10-1 start in set 3 off three kills from Rhodes, two aces from 
Shreenan, along with a kill & solo block from Krauss-Stewart. At 19-10 & 20-11 Rhodes 
recorded kills which put the Golden Bears into their red zone. Two kills from Nutting, one from 
Hinkel, and a combination block between Shreenan (who also recorded the match winning kill) 
and Nutting sent Temecula Valley onto Tuesday's Regional Final with a final score in the third of 
25-11. 
 
Golden Bears head coach Roberto “Rafu” Rodriguez knew after losing Peyton McBride to 
graduation and Madison Endsley to transfer his side needed a different formula to win. It would 
be one which emphasized defense, ball control, and tough serving over pure offensive 
firepower. When asked to describe how his charges have adjusted to that philosophical 
adjustment he remarked “It's been so fun because they've found a way to win by being super 



scrappy on defense, serving tough, and even though we aren't huge at the blocking spots 
keeping the ball alive.”  
 
After their quarterfinal loss in Southern Section division 1 roughly a week and a half layoff 
ensued between matches. Rodriguez said of the downtime “One week of break for us was 
awesome. We got to train a lot and be together and just regroup from a loss to a tough Sierra 
Canyon squad.”  
 
Hailey Hinkel remarked about the Golden Bears run after getting knocked out in their own 
sectional division's playoffs “I honestly did not envision such a run. I didn't even know we could 
make it this far at that point but I am very happy we did.”  
 
When I asked senior Carly Shreenan about what it means to her to be a part of such a run after 
two years of league titles and losing in the second round she remarked “It is so awesome. I'll 
never forget it. Just being able to go out senior year and make it this far and just stay together 
as a team it's been really fun.”  
 
Shreenan remarked about that Southern Section division 1 quarterfinal loss “Even though it was 
a letdown to lose that match we used it as motivation to play better during the state 
tournament.”  
 
Jordyn Amoy remarked about getting the opportunity to play for a state finals spot Tuesday at 
home and what it means to Temecula Valley “Playing here is such an honor because of the 
community aspect of getting to win in front of people we love. My teachers were here tonight to 
support us and that means so much to me. Plus we know how to win in here.” 
 
She went on and further remarked about the layoff between Section playoff and State 
tournament play “High school season is pretty long. That week off made us realize how much 
we missed playing together and how much we wanted to come back and win. It's our last shot 
as seniors so we might as well make the most of it. Our mindset has changed to more of a 
winning driven mindside which allowed us to succeed like we have.”  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


